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 ASSAM : THE POST-COLONIAL POLITICAL

 DEVELOPMENTS.

 Jogendra Kr. Das

 Assam is one of the most backward states of the Indian Union.
 The state society is severely affected by insurgency, economic
 backwardness ethnic movements and unabated foreign influx.
 Democracy is also severely injured here due to gross negligence
 of the center and inefficiency of the state government. We
 assume here that the social structure and politics of Assam is
 the by-product of the national society and politics and it largely
 reflects the nature of the Indian political fabric. Though once,
 the Assamese people became the single largest group both
 numerically and politically in Assam at the advent of
 independence, and became most dominant in the state political
 apparatus, later, the high caste Asamiya dominance declined
 to a large extent and instead, non-high caste groups emerged
 as influential in the scene. The pace of development is extremely
 slow that generates a peculiar discontent which results in the
 growth of the Assam movement followed by innumerable ethnic
 and sub-nationality movements destabilizing the entire social
 and economic fabric of the state. The autonomy movements
 virtually result in the consolidation of regionalism and resurgent

 sub-nationality questions. By analyzing the political situations,
 we find that both primordial and class dimensions played
 significant rote in the questions of leadership in the state. Access

 to power during the post-colonial period has been largely
 determined by intra-class. intra-party. intra-ethnic. intra-party
 and intra-castes rivalries and competitions. More significantly
 the insurgency problem added fire to the fuel which needs closer
 national attention. Finally, the unabated illegal infiltration of
 the foreigners into Assam from neighboring Bangladesh creates
 great havoc and poses a great existential problem for the native
 people. Now the Bangladeshi immigrants almost become the
 determinant factor in the politics of Assam that generates a
 fear psychosis in the Asamiya minds that they would soon be
 the minority and numerically insignificant group in their own
 historic homeland.

 (I)

 Assam is one of the most backward, underdeveloped and

 destabilized states of the lndian Union in general and North East India in

 particular. The state society is severely plagued by insurgency, economic

 underdevelopment, continuous ethnic movements resurgent sub-national
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 movements and unabated foreign infiltrations. With the emergence of

 so-called Liberalization, privatization and globalization process, the status

 of the state is gradually marginalized from the Indian Political and

 economic structure. As the capitalistic path of development and

 modernization is consolidated in India after independence, the peripheral

 societies like Assam have to face acute regional disparities, which

 simultaneously creates sub-regional, and sub-national and ethnic

 movements in the state. Assam, in fact, becomes the most deprived region

 and has remained the most economically depressed and politically

 subjugated state within the federal democratic polity of India for which

 scholars would often say it to be a 'colonial hinterland* of Independent

 India.1 The legacy of the colonial polity and economy seems to be operated

 freely in Assam despite it becomes an inseparable part of the independent

 Indian Union.

 Having this reality in mind, we propose to explore the political

 situations and the status of Assam polity within the umbrella national polity

 of India through a historical documentary approach. Assam polity today

 suffers from destabilization, violence and normlessness. Democracy is

 severely injured and threatened here due to continuous negligence of the

 center and inefficiency of the state governments. We assume that the

 politics of Assam is the by-product of national politics and it largely reflects

 the nature of Indian Politics and the nationalist big elite.

 By the term Post-colonial, we mean the post-independent political

 status. But the fact is that the nature of Assam politics manifests a neo-

 colonial trend generated by the new group of elites emerged in independent

 India.

 It should be mentioned here that it is not an exhaustive penetrating

 study of the political situations in a comprehensive order, which is beyond

 the scope of this paper mainly because of space constraints. We have

 basically tried here to understand the main trends, currents and

 crosscurrents of the post-colonial political developments of the Indian

 state of Assam.
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 (II)

 At the outset it is worth-reviewing that at the advent of independence

 Assam had to face a significant historic event, i.e. the Grouping system as

 suggested by the Cabinet Mission Plan. The main purpose of the mission

 was to arrange the framing of a constitution setting-up of a constitution-

 making body and to establish full-self government in India. The Grouping

 plan proposed to divide the country into three groups, i.e. 'A' Group

 comprising of Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Orissa, Madhya Pradesh, Bombay

 and Madras; 4B' Group comprising of Panjab, North West Frontier

 Province and the Province of Sind; and 'C' Croup comprising of Assam

 and Bengal. The Grouping Plan created uneasiness among the people of

 Assam.

 Except the Muslim League, the leadership of Assam viewed the

 idea of group of provinces as ominous. It was feared that this idea would

 negate the prospects of provincial status of Assam. It also become clear

 that die groupings would be according to the Hindu and Muslim dominated

 provinces, which induced the people of Assam to think that the province

 might be tagged into the Muslim dominated Bengal. Therefore, the people

 of Assam vehemently opposed the plan for incorporating it into Bengal/

 Pakistan. Thus, Assam reacted sharply to the Grouping plan under the

 leadership of Gopinath Bordoloi. He positively, stated, 4 the only alternative

 to save Assam from Grouping plan was to resort to a mass movement.2

 Therefore, strong protest movements and public agitations were launched

 throughout the state, against grouping of Assam with Bengal. The Muslim

 League found it convenient to accept the Mission's proposals as the scheme

 was an acknowledgement to the concept of Pakistan."3 It should be

 mentioned that Mahatma Gandhi also directly opposed the Grouping plan.

 Finally, with issue of Grouping being the main hurdle, the Cabinet Mission

 Plan collapsed. It was Gopinath Bordoloi who must be credited for the

 ultimate collapse of the Grouping arrangement. He rose to the occasion to

 guide the Assam Pradesh Congress Committee in one of the most organized

 and successful movements on behalf of the province. He was convinced
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 that once the province committed itself on Grouping it would be well

 neigh impossible to extricate itself from it later. In the ultimate analysis

 however it was Assam's tenacious opposition which led to the ultimate

 abandonment of the Grouping arrangement. Thus, Assam was saved from

 Grouping.4 One perceptive scholar has observed thus, "The main objectives

 of the plan of specifically, of Group 'C was to protect and consolidate

 British commercial and imperialist interest in Assam Bengal Group, even

 after their departure from India".5

 As the Cabinet Mission Plan had collapsed and anti-grouping

 movement came to an end, the British Government searched for a new

 alternative. Thus, came Mountbatten as the new Viceroy. He quickly

 "worked out a plan for the country's division on a communal basis, got it

 accepted by the two major parties, the Congress and the Muslim League.

 Under this plan a referendum was to be held interalia, in Sylhet to decide

 whether that district should remain a part of the province of

 Assam

 eaten Pakistan.6 Thus, the focus on political activity of Assam was shifted

 to the Sylhet issue. The Sylhet referendum was held in July 1947 and

 Sylhet became a part of East Pakistan. The leadership of Assam got rid of

 Sylhet which is predominantly , a Bengali inhabited area and " there was

 a feeling of relief in the Brahmaputra Valley.7 It is worth-recollecting

 that the caste Hindu Asamiyas always demanded the transfer of this

 sensitive area to Bengali to ensure the majority of the Asamiyas in Assam.

 The transfer of Sylhet had brought about a demographic and political

 change in Assam. The Asamiya speakers in post-colonial Assam rose to

 56.7% in 1951 from a meager 31% in 1931, while the Bengali speakers

 declined to only 13% in 1951 from erstwhile 23% in 1931. 8 On the other

 hand, this separation allowed the monopoly of Asamiya caste Hindu elites

 to dominate politics and society. But Cachar, a predominantly Bengali

 speaking district remained in Assam. Moreover, barring the North-Eastern

 Frontier Agency (present Arunachal Pradesh), Tripura and Manipur, the

 other hill areas also stayed with Assam in addition, to the Brahmaputra
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 Valley. Hussain has pointed out emphatically, that the Brahmaputra Valley

 has been the traditional homeland of the Asamiyas which they have been

 historically sharing with the authochthon tribais such as the Bodos, Ravas,

 Mishings, Tiwas and Deuris etc.

 Hence, at the advent of independence, the Asamiyas became the

 single largest group both numerically and politically in Assam. On the

 other hand, as a result of independence, the Bengalis lost their size in

 numbers while the Muslims lost their political relevance and suffered

 frustration. 10 The tribal groups both in the hills and in the plains remaind

 backward. Besides, the non-caste groups like Ahoms and the Koch-

 Rajbongshis also remaind backward. In such circumstances, the middle

 class emerged as a most single dominant class in Assam.1 1 It would be

 important to note that this newly emerged Asamiyas middle class composed

 of caste Hindu Asamiyas was not a ruling class during colonial period;

 but it become the most dominant class in Assam by consolidating its

 position over other ethnic group, it was able to exert its uninterrupted

 hegemony over the society of Assam.12

 (HI)

 Because of introduction of democratic federal system, politics of

 Assam transformed qualitatively, during the post-colonial period. It should

 be noted that the Asamiya ruling class, which is a part of the all India

 ruling class network, has been playing a significant role in the politics of

 Assam from the larger Indian context.

 The year 1947 was the watershed in the political history of Assam.

 The tide of reorganizations was rising consecutively almost at the dawn

 of independence. We have already noted the case of Sylhet. Following

 the separation of Sylhet Assam had lost the Eastern Duars13 and was taken

 over by Bhutan, since this was entirely a Bhutanese inhabited area. As a

 result of partition , culturally different refugees entered into Assam. This

 considerably affected Demographie composition in Assam. Then came

 the Naga question to the fore. From the beginning a section of the people
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 of Naga Hills sought secession. After several bargaining, Naga Hills District

 was separated from Assam and became a fulfiledged state in 1963. But

 the demand of secession of Nagaland has not still died down. The Mizo

 National Front (MNF) under the leadership of Lai Denga demanded

 independence for Mizoram. The Mizo Hills District was separated from

 Assam and constituted into a Union Territory in 1972. In 1987, the Union

 Territory of Mizoram was elevated into a state. In 1970, the autonomous

 state of Meghalaya consisting of United Khasi and Jayantia Hills and

 Garo Hills Districs was formed and later in 1972, the autonomous state of

 Meghalaya was elevated into a full-fledged statehood. Manipur and Tripura

 were two Union Territories initially and later attained full statehood,

 Arunachal Pradesh (former North East Frontier Agency) was a Union

 Territory in 1972 and later attained full statehood. Thus, the process of

 reorganization that began in 1947 had completed by 1987 resulted in the

 formation of seven states in the North East. The other two hills district

 namely Karbi Anglong and N.C.Hills together with the Bengali dominated

 Cacher district of Barak Valley remained in Assam It is pertinent that

 separation of hills tribes from Assam was largely due to their hatred and

 mistrusts toward the hegemonic Asamiya ruling class. 14 It is also reflective

 of their democratic consciousness. The Karbi of Karbi Anglong and the

 Dimacha Kacharis of N.C.Hills are raising demands and are building-up a

 movement for autonomous state within Assam15 The Bodos have been

 demanding for á separate statehood namely 'Udayachal' and later

 'Bodoland' comprising of the north bank of the Brahmaputra and also

 demanding political autonomy for all other tribal groups of Assam in their

 respective areas.16 However , as indicated earlier, a new political

 experiment has set in motion in Assam with the leaders of the Bodoland

 movement signing a memorandum of understanding with the union and

 state government for the creation of a Bodoland Aotonomous Council

 within the state of Assam. 1 7 But the articulate section of the Bodo middle

 class were not at all satisfied with this vague concessions they have been

 given and once again started vigorous movement both in peaceful and
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 violent means under leadership of Bodo Liberation Tigers (BLT) and

 ABSU for the creation of a Separate Bodoland State. 18 Under tremendous

 pressure in the form of bloodshed movement of the aspirant Bodo middle

 class, the NDA Govt, compelled to sign another memorandum of

 Understanding with the Bodo leaders on 10th February, 2003, to creat

 Bodoland Terrirorial Council (BTC) by dissolving the former BAC.19

 But as a reaction to the formation of the BTC, the non-Bodo people

 expressed apprehension about the motive of the Bodo leaders and fear of

 losing their rights under the BTC and consequently non-Bodo people living

 under the BTC started counter-agitation for survival.20 Moreover, despite

 this sort of autonomy to the Bodos, the National Democratic Front of

 Bodoland (NDFB) an extremist Bodo outfit which was formed in 1990,

 demanding independent Bodoland, continues its violent movement

 ignoring the constitutional concessions in the form of a Bodoland

 Territorial Council. However, of late, a process of talk between the NDFB

 and the Central Government is on the offing. One perceptive scholar has

 observed rightly that "if within the shortest possible time the leadership

 cannot forge a head with the toiling people cutting across tribal-non tribal

 boundaries, the much publicized memorandum of settlement I am afraid,

 will be hijacked from within and neither Dispur nor Delhi, nor the caste

 Hindu Assamese can be blamed for that. Bodoland is in fact, in the

 threshold of a much bigger challenge to Assam today.20

 The Rabhas another significant group of tribais had also demanded

 for a Rabha Autonomous Council namely 'Rabha Hasong' with the

 headquaters at Dudhnoi (South bank of the Brahmaputra and Goalpara

 district), to fulfill the aspirations of the Rabhas. A section of the Rabha

 aspirants have also prepared a map comprising of the Rabha Hasong21

 dominated areas of Goalpara and the southern part of undivided Kamrup

 district and include altogether 8 assembly constituencies.22 It should be

 mentioned here that the demand for a Rabha homeland was first raised by

 a non-political socio-economic organization called The Nilachal
 Autonomous District Demand Committee (NADDC). The organization
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 has been launching a peaceful democratic movement since 1988 for the

 creation of the Nilachal Autonomous district comprising the areas of South

 Kamrup Tribal Belt (Guwahati), South Kamrup Tribal Belt (Chhaygaon)

 Bardamal Tribal Block and Bandahapur Tribal Block along with other

 adjacent compact tribal inhabited areas of south Goalpara and South

 Kamrup District of Assam with a total population of 5,44,732 of which

 4,48,989 are tribal (82.42%). The leadership of the Nilachal movement

 claimed that it was hurled to provide weltangschuung to the struggling

 aboriginal Bodos and other plains tribal people of Assam in general. The

 NADDC has been launching the movement with close co-operation of the

 All Bodo Students' Union (ABSU). But when ABSU leaders had alone

 entered into an agreement with the Government for the creation of the

 BAC by signing the memorandum of settlement in 1 993, an aspirant section

 of the Rabhas had, by coming out of the NADDC, raised a separate demand

 for the creation of the Rabha Hasong Council which was opposed by many

 of the NADDC leaders. Ultimately the government of Assam under

 leadership of Chief Minister H.Saikia had conceded the demands of the

 Hasong agitators by entering a memorandum of understanding for the

 creation of Rabha Hasong Autonomous Council in 22nd July, 1995. It

 was proposed that an interim council would be formed and this council

 would function till an election being held therein. Interestingly the NADDC

 has still been remaining in its stand for the creation of Nilachal Autonomous

 Council. A large number of the Rabhas opposed the creation of the Rabha

 Hasong Autonomous Council and continuing the use of pressure tactics

 for the creation of Nilachal in South Bank of the Brahmaputra. It is

 noteworthy that during the last 1 0 years of the creation of the Rabha Hasong

 Autonomous Council, the aspiration of the Rabhas have not been fulfilled

 and later the All Rabha Students' Union has demanded the inclusion of

 the Rabha Hasong Autonomous Council into the 6th Schedule of the Indian

 Constitution for statutory autonomy and threatened to launch a vigorous

 movement in Assam.

 Likewise discussions have been going on for the creation of a
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 separate 'Mishing land' for the Mishing community and Lalung

 Autonomous Council for the Lalungs (Tiwa) community. Accordingly,

 the government of Assam signs separate accords with the Mishing and

 Tiwa (Lalung) communities with promises of sub-national autonomy. But

 as this kind of autonomy fails to fulfill their popular expectations, the

 Mishings and the Ti was have also raised strong demand to include their

 names in the 6th Schedule of the Indian Constitution for greater autonoy.

 Responding to their calls, the Assam Government formed a Cabinet Sub-

 Committee to study the matter in 2003, but still the report is awaited. The

 Ameri-Karbies, the Deuris, Morans and Motaks are also experiencing

 identity crisis and raising similar demands for autonomy.

 More significantly, the problem of Cachar of Barak Valley is still

 acute. There is therefore, possibility of bifurcation of the Cacher district

 from Assam. Cachar is predominantly a Bengali inhabited area and is

 geographically non-contagious from the Assam proper, i.e. the Brahmaputra

 Valley. The North Cachar Hills and Karbi Anglong are still burning with

 unabated bloody strife between the Dimacha and the Hmar Tribes.

 It is worth noting that Assam has both land and riverine border

 with Bangladesh on the frontier district of Karimganj (84 Km) and

 Dhubri( 14Km). The border is more or less open there, being no physical

 barrier between the two countries conductive for border crossing. The

 Assam movement ostensibly aimed at stopping the inflow of Bangladesh

 citizens to Assam, but it failed to do so because of external as well as its

 own internal contradictions. The problem left unresolved causing

 existential concern for both the majority and the minority of Assam. Today,

 the greatest peril now faced by Assam, is explosion in population in the

 wake of influx of unabated immigrants from neighbouring Bangladesh,

 which defies solution demanding administrative acumen and political

 wisdom of the highest order. On July, 2004 the Union Home Minister for

 status declares in the Parliament that Assam has more than 50 lakhs illegal

 Bangladeshi population.24 Thus, the problem of foreign infiltration

 particularly from neighboring Bangladesh, has become the greatest
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 existential crisis of Assam which demands an immediate permanent
 solution at the initiative of the Central Government.

 (IV)

 During the entire post-colonial period, Assam experienced

 innumerable social and political movements mainly based on ethnicity

 plank having both peaceful political mobilization and violent

 manifestations. Distinctively, the nascent middle classes of various ethnic

 groups led these movements.

 The All Assam Students Union led several movements in the

 Brahmaputra Valley since late sixties. Very distinctive among them were

 the medium movement launced in 1972, demanding Asamiya as the sole

 medium of instruction together with English for college education of

 Assam and the movement launced over foreign nationals issue during 1 979-

 85. However, the secessionist movements which were alien to the

 Brahmaputra Valley started in late eighties only with the consolidation of

 the United Liberation Front of Assam (ULFA) and the Bodo Security

 Force (BSF). All these movements apparently raised fundamental issue

 of one's identity and assertion of such identity to wrest political power

 and concessions.

 (V)

 The Government and politics of Assam was largely dominated by

 the Indian National Congress during 1946-78. Further, except for a short

 break of 19 months between 1978-79 and nearly 5 years break between

 1985-91 and 1996-2001, the Congress has been the ruling party in the

 state. The then newly formed Janata Party in coalition with Plains 'Tribal

 Council of Assam (PTCA), formed the government in 1978. However,

 because of its internal conflict and pressure generated by the Assam

 movement led to its pre-mature collapse by the end of 1979.

 More significantly, at the dawn of the seventies, the composition

 of leadership in the Congress party had been transformed while a non-
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 caste dominated coalition came into the scene of Assam's politics

 unprecedentedly, discarding the traditional caste Hindu domination in the

 party at the state level.

 The high caste Hindu Asamiyas have been dominating the Congress

 party since the beginning of the freedom movement and significantly,

 monopolized the leadership at the state level. The high castes had been

 dominating leadership of the party as well as the government till the

 collapse of Mahendra Mohan Choudhury. Thus, Assam's government and

 politics was unchallengeably dominated by the high caste Asamiya

 leadership for a long time. And for the first time a non-caste (OBC) Sarat

 Chandra Singha became the Chief Minister of Assam on 17th February

 1972. The high caste Asamiya Congressmen even the efficient ones were

 deliberately eliminated from the Congress leadership in the state, with the

 rise of Asamiya non-caste dominated coalition, comprising Na-Asamiya

 Muslims(Bangladesh origine), Bengalis, Scheduled Castes, Scheduled

 Tribes, Black Tribais, Ahoms and Koch Rajbongshis etc. The emergence

 of S.C. Singha has significantly changed the power structure and equation

 of different social groups in the state.25 Hence, for the first time non-caste

 Asamiyas largely ousted the high caste Asamiyas from domination in the

 party and the ministry. Singha remained in office till the defeat of Congress

 in 1978. In 1978, Janata Party came to power with Golap Borbora as the

 Chief Minister. Thus, by and large, the OBC dominance continued. Borbora

 remained in power for less than two years. As a result of Janata split,

 Jogendra Nath Hazarika, again a non-high caste leader formed the

 government. But after 3 months, he too, had to relinquish his office in the

 wake of the Predidents' Rule. Then the Congress (I) managed a massive

 defection and made Mrs. Sayeda Anwara Taimur, the Chief Minister.

 Taimur ministry collapsed in the wake of a no-confidence motion and

 Presidents' Rule was imposed for the second time in the state. After this

 interestingly, political dominance again came to OBC dominated coalition.

 Kesab Chandra Gogoi, a non-caste Ahom, was installed as Chief Minister

 for a short while. He too did not last long. Then the domination of non-
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 caste Ahom in Assam's politics again consolidated. Ahom domination of

 political leadership lined-up in 1983 when Hiteswar Saikia became the

 second Ahom Chief Minister of Assam which was opposed by the high

 caste movement leadership. It is important to note that high political

 instability and consequently, massive political defections occurred in

 between the Chief Ministership of Keshsb Chandra Gogoi and Hiteswar

 Saikia. But significantly, in between Gogoi and Saikia, the grip over

 Congress Party remained in the OBC's hand. Intersestingly, when the

 Assam Accord was signed in 1985 after long 6 years of the Assam

 movement (91979-1985), the Asamiya high caste Hindu domination of

 state politics was again coming into existence after long thirteen years26

 The ex-AASU leader P.K.Mahanta, a high caste Kayastha, became the

 Chief Minister of Assam in 1985. The high caste succeeded to recapture

 the political power at the state level again through a regional party, the

 Asom Gana Parisad (AGP). But as the young, highly educated and

 aggressive high caste group of leaders have totally failed to provide a

 Weltanschauung to the people and as the internal wrangling of the high

 caste regional party destabilized its entity and internal democracy,

 P.K.Mahanta and his group could not formed the government in 1990 and

 indeed received tremendous political set-back because of which the high

 caste dominance declined between 1990- 1995. 27 Defeating the high caste

 leadership the non-caste Ahom under leadership of Hiteswar Saikia again

 came to the dominance over state society and politics of Assam in 1990.

 Thus dominance over the Congress party and state politics remained

 uninterrupted up to 1996. 28 The 9th Assembly was dominated by non-

 caste OBC. Ahom, SC,ST,MOBC and Muslims numbering 85 in the 126

 members Assembly (78%) while the high caste representation declined to

 only 22%. A similar situation was actually occurred in 1972 under

 leadership of non-caste S.C.Singha. Interestingly, once again, the high

 caste dominated AGP came to power in 1 996 State Assembly elections

 defeating the non-high caste Ahom leadership of Hiteswar Saikia. Thus,

 Congress leadership failed and the relevance of regionalism under the
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 leadership of the nativist AGP (dominated by high caste Asamiya middle

 class) was established in Assam.

 The nativist AGP remained in power up to 2001 State Assembly

 Elections with the outside support of some political parties including the

 CPM which was the main enemy of the AASU students during the Assam

 movement which later formed the AGP party. Even the CPI joined the

 AGP led government, which in fact is an astonishing feature of political

 cooperation for a progressive force to joining a nativist party to wrest

 political power and concessions.

 But in the state Assembly elections of 2001, the AGP party failed

 to capture political power and the Congress party has installed a

 government at Dispur with an overwhelming majority claiming 70 seats

 in the 1 26 member Assam Legislative Assembly (see Appendix - 1 ). The

 AGP was able to secure only 20 seats which reflects the declined of

 regionalism in Assam politics. The Congress formed the government under

 leadership of Tarun Gogoi which reveals no high caste Ahom dominance

 in state politics once again, where high caste leadership of the nativist

 popular party becomes irrelevant. Here we can observe primordial, caste,

 class, party and leadership fluctuations in the politics of the state. As the

 data reveal, the intra-caste formation within the Congress party also

 highlights the gradual elimination of the traditional high caste dominance

 in state politics. The high caste groups such as Brahmins, Kayasthas, Kalitas

 together manage only 23 seats consisting a relatively meager 32%, while

 the SC, ST, OBC/MOBC and Muslim groups together constitute 68%

 (see appendix-2). In the current 1 1th ALA, the high caste groups only

 won 36 seats (28%) while the SC, ST, OBC/MOBC and Muslim combine

 claimed a whopping 89 seats (72%) (see Appendix-3). Once again the

 Ahom dominance comes to light with SC, ST, OBC/MOBC and Muslim

 combine in the ruling Congress. Likewise, the caste distribution in the

 1 1th ALA in totality, also reflects the similar scenario (see Appendix-3).

 Now, it appears that leadership pattern in the Congress changed drastically,

 as a result of competition for power among various groups in Assam. Another
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 important point is that most of the competitors for power belong to the

 Asamiya middle class which has been ascending hegemony over society

 and politics since the dawn of the 20th century. Hence, we can see that both

 primordial and class dimensions played significant role in the question of

 political leadership in the state level. Moreover it can also be inferred that

 high caste Asamiya dominance declined in State Society and Politics and

 instead, non-high caste groups emerged considerably in the scene.

 (VI)

 Another important issue of post-colonial politics of Assam is the

 rise and growth of the extremist United Liberation Front of Assam, a

 by-product of the Assam movement. The ULFA was founded on the 7th

 April, 1979 at Sibasagar and upon the premises of historic Ranghar (An

 entertainment center) built by the ancient Ahom Kings. Significantly, 7th

 of April coincided with the New year's Day in the Asamiya calender.

 Ever since, ULFA was obsessed with consolidating itself primarily in the

 ways first, by way of launcing a silent propaganda campaign to wear away

 the mass support from the fold of AAGSP and establishing an

 organizational network in Upper Assam, and secondly, by way of foreign

 fraternal contracts with various gurrilla and underground organizations

 operating mostly in the North East.29 The ULFA members reportedly

 took-up guerilla warfare training largely in Kochin in Indo-Burma boarder.

 They were largely trained by the National Socialist Council of Nagaland

 (NSCN). They believe, as they claim in armed struggle to achieve

 "scientific socialism" in a sovereign Assam by overthrowing the Indian

 bourgeois state machinery, which allegedly controls and subjugate the

 people of Assam. They believe that Assam becomes a colony of the Indian

 and foreign capitalists exploiter forces. It should be noted that Assam's

 socio-economic backwardness and unemployment situation and its

 resultant frustration of the Asamiyas led them to follow the path of

 extremist.30

 Initially, ULFA's existence was not visible. But later, during the
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 AGP rule (1985-90) it became active which destabilized the AGP

 government. Despite strong public opinion so formed, no dialogue could

 be initiated between the ULFA and the state government. Later, President's

 Rule was imposed, AGP government was dismissed on the ground of its

 failure to maintain law and order situation in the state in the wake of

 violence perpetrated by ULFA. Simultaneously, the ULFA was declared

 a banned organization. Hundreds of ULFA hideouts have been raided by

 the security force. Some were killed in encounters with the security forced.

 The ULFA was sharply divided in the wake of security operations and

 call given by the government for dialogue. A group came out of it and

 have surrendered with arms before the government, while the hard liners

 did not surrender. The surrendered ULFA are rehabilitated with monetary

 assistance by the government. Thus, the parent organization is divided

 into ULFA and SULFA, one hostile to another. The SULFA is liberally

 patronized by the state government. Despite its division, the ULFA has

 not died down and launching its activities and the violent movement for

 the last 26 years which become a great challenge to Assam in particular

 and India in general.

 It is no doubt true that this phase of ULFA proved that without a

 distinctive political ideology and a deep-rooted conviction in it, liberation

 for no group of people can be guided to a satisfactory conclusion. Arms

 may be necessary for a liberation movement, but as Mao has said "Weapons

 are an important factor in war but not the decisive factor; it is people, not

 things that are decisive.31 But still now as one scholar would say that

 people of Assam are not easily reconciled to their language of violence

 and armed struggle.32 The Assamese intellengia, the middle class and the

 people as such do not support the demand of a sovereign state as experience

 show, though people believe the ÚLFA as a byproduct of the historic

 sufferings of the Assamese people and wanton backwardness of the state.

 Nevertheless the ULFA movement has brought a set of new

 dimensions in politics and society of Assam. There is no doubt about that,

 as experiences reveal, ULFA still makes the "Assamese nation" as its
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 focal point of reference in the act of liberation. In simple terms, it still

 does not

 hardly can its ideology be called globalist, for instance, by proletarian

 internationalism.33 It is also observed that politics of ULFA is a scathing

 critique of the supremacy of the Asamiya ruling class that has characterized

 the politics of Assam since Independence.34 The Assamese middle class

 is seen to be engaged in organizational foibles and petty factious politics

 both during the days of anti-foreigners upsurge as well as afterwards.35

 Still then however, for the first time in the recent past, Assam Politics was

 being liberated from the populist trap of anti-outsider and anti-foreigners

 per se. Since 1947 politics of the state was mainly polarized between

 Asamiya and non-Asamiya poles and the Congress party capitalized most

 on this, so that the threatened minority psyche could fatten the Congress

 support base. ULFA, for the first time provided that much needed linguistic

 secular touch to Assam politics. It is the first political formation in Assam

 which without really compromising the interest of the ethnic interest of

 the Assamese could think of a greater Assamese society by recognizing

 every ethnic group of Assam whose language is rooted in the soil of Assam

 as being a genuine partner of the greater Assamese society of their vision.36

 However, the people of Assam desperately need a violent free peaceful

 social and political atmosphere only where speedy socio-economic

 development is possible. Recently the process of dialogue between the

 Central Government and the ULFA is going on under the initiative of

 Gyanpith award winner Dr. Mamani Roychom Goswami. But this process

 too, seems very lethargic due to an uncompromising stand of the ULFA

 on the 'Sovereignty' issue to which naturally, the Central Government

 shows reluctance. The problem needs closer nation-wide attention.

 (VII)

 Now, it would be appropriate to look into the Assam movement

 and its impact on state politics. The Assam movement was launched by

 the All Assam Students Union (AASU) and All Assam Gana Sangram

 Parishad (AAGSP), the two apex organizations backed largely by the
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 high caste Asamiyas. However, earlier, two regional political formations

 the Purbanchalia Lok Parishad (PLP) and the Asom Jatiatabadi Dal (AJD)

 launched a campaign against the Assam based Indian whom they call as

 bohiragatas (outsiders). But the Asamiya people did not pay any attention

 to that issue. Later in 1979, the issue of bohiragatas was transformed into

 the detection and deportation of foreign nationals from Assam. The issue

 of foreigners raised by the AASU received massive support from mainly

 the high caste Asamiyas when it was specifically, linked to the by-election

 of the Mongoldoi parliamentary elections. 37 Pertinently, the Mongoldoi

 by-elections was the actual beginning of the Assam movement. When the

 parliamentary seat of this constituency stood vacant at the death of Hiralal

 Patowary (Janata MP) the process of holding a by-elections to the Lok

 Sabha was started. As the preparation of the voter list started a large number

 of complaints were lodged hastily challenging the genuineness of

 citizenship of a large number of people. Hussain observed that most of

 these persons had already received constitutional rights to franchise.38 It

 was observed that the services of state police force was utilized to inflate

 the number of alleged foreign nationals in Assam.39 Very significantly,

 the Asamiya bourgeois press projected it in the media as a major issue

 contentiously and regarded a large section of the Indians as foreigners.40

 Thus the inflated number of foreigners frightened both the majority and

 the minority in Assam. While the inflated number virtually generated a

 strong fear-psychosis among the Asamiya masses, the Na-Asamiya

 Muslims also were becoming extremely apprehensive about the motive

 of the press and the state government. Hussain emphatically observes that

 the names of many Na-Asamiyas, Hindu Bengalis and even the Asamiya

 Muslims were removed indiscriminately from electoral rolls.41

 It was alleged that an Asamiya DIG of Assam Police was involved

 in lodging a large number of fabricated complaints by using the state police

 apparatus with the tacit support from the government.42 Thus, the

 movement was started when the leadership started receiving active

 co-operation and help from the Asamiya middle class. The press
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 systematically mobilized the Asamiya people to become their friend in

 the movement for asserting their ethnic identity. Needless to mention that

 the ASSU took up the issue and lent respectability to the movement against

 foreign nationals. A large number of Asamiya middle class and the ruling

 class, the police officials, transport operators, businessmen, intellectuals

 government employees, rural gentry, the high caste common Asamiyas and

 small sections of other ethnic groups had extended active support and co-

 operation to the movement. The AASU built-up strong public opinion among

 the Asamiyas to the effect that the by-election to the Mongoldoi constituency

 should be postponed till the names of all the alleged foreigners were deleted

 from the electoral rolls and accordingly deported them from Assam.

 The movement initially started in a democratic manner but later,

 unprecedented violence, killings, bomb-blasting and other sorts of furious

 carnages had occurred along with the movement. Needless to say that the

 ideology and organization were largely provided by the Assamese ruling

 class and the middle class to build up the movement. And thus it can be

 stated that the Asamiya middle class played the determinant role in it. The

 movement leadership also compelled to seek help from the bourgeoisie

 reactionary forces. Guha observes that the movement leadership had

 become the unconscious instrument of the strategy of the ruling class. 43

 The movement could destabilize the parliamentary politics of the

 state. The state had to face spells of three Presidents Rules. Four

 governments had fallen. It would be important to note that the movement

 had a strong anti-Left bias, which resulted in attacking and killing of

 hundreds of the Left workers including the SFI cadres.44 An unprecedented

 deadlock emerged when the center ordered for elections in 1983 and the

 leadership vehemently opposed it. The elections were marked by communal

 flames with unprecedented human killings and destruction of houses and

 properties. The Nellie massacre, one of the most worst occurrence of

 violence in the contemporary world, alone claimed the lives of more than

 1500 people.4> However, the Assam movement extensively provided

 preliminary politicization to the people of the state. Guha emphatically
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 asserts that though the movement based on false consciousness, it fertiles

 the soil of Assam for preliminary politicization of the people.46 He further

 laid down that though it was a misleading one which is only comparable

 with the anti-democratic chauvinist movement led by National Socialist

 Party of Germany under leadership of Adolph Hitler to kill the communists

 and the democratic forces indiscriminately, the Asssam movement has a

 certain historical meaning over the years in a backward economy.47 It

 must however be admitted that the movement also reflected assertion of

 the ethnic identity of the state.48 But in the ultimate analysis, it was

 decisively, a reactionary and an anti-democratic political movement 49

 We also know that basically the Assam movement of 1979-85 intended to

 wipe out the non- Assamese others either by way of assimilating them into

 the fold of Assamese society or by expulsion. That is why, Guha again

 states that the Assam movement sought to retreat to the old, more or less

 stable boundaries of the late 17th century Ahom Kingdom, for achieving

 and unadulterated Asamiya homeland.50

 Later, the movement leadership came to an understanding with the

 central government that resulted in the signing of the Assam Accord on

 August 15, 1985, between the movement leadership and the Central

 Government. When the movement leadership compromised on the cut-

 off year, came to an end of the Assam movement. Two regional political

 parties were formed one is in support of the Accord called the Asom Gana

 Parishad (AGP), while the other was against the Accord called the United

 Minorities Front (UMF). The new caste Hindu dominated regional party,

 the AGP with strong nativist ideology was formed. In the state Assembly

 elections held in November, 1985, the people voted AGP to power. Thus,

 the Eighth ALA was formed wherein the Ex-AASU movement leadership

 under the banner of the hurriedly formed nativistic AGP captured political

 power at the state level. Thus, the Assam movement became the dominant

 factor for the victory of the AGP. The Assam movement politically

 socialized the masses in favour of a regional party. There was also a

 feeling among the Asamiyas that they have been neglected by the Congress
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 led central government which virtually induced the voters to transform

 their support from national to regional party. The women also took active

 part in the movement and elections. One scholar asserts that

 "high degree of political awareness, political participation and political

 involvement of women and youth were important factors to be considered

 in the 1985 elections.51 Very significantly, the Congress(I) did not fight

 the elections with vigour, it seems they were interested to hand over political

 power to the AGP. Perhaps, this was a tacit understanding between the

 leaders of the movement and the Congress(I) led by Rajiv Gandhi.52 The

 AGP government could not provide Weltanschauung to the rising

 expectations of the people of Assam; mainly because of two reasons; first

 it had to work within the old institutional framework of the social structure

 and second, it has its severe class limitations. The AGP party as well as

 the government has very limited social support base, i.e. its support base

 in the plural society of Assam is extremely narrow.53 This vacuum has

 been filled-up and was eroded largely by the Congress(I) and the BJP

 party, as a result of which the AGP could not come to power in 1990

 elections. But in 1996 State Assembly elections the AGP once again

 assumed political power in the state with the support of some left and

 democratic political parties. The supporting wave had hurriedly blown

 towards the AGP as the Assamese people had disappointed even at the

 Congress(I) rule. Six years of AGP rule was over, but the AGP government

 largely failed to provide Weltanschauung to the people of Assam.

 Between 1996-2001 the ULF A- AGP clash was rampant, while the AGP

 government tried to suppress the ULFA deploying military forces, the

 ULFA vigorously forging ahead in its mission perpetrating violence. During

 this period the government had not functioned at all and instability was

 occurring everywhere. It seems this intra-class and intra-Assamese rivalry

 itself might hijack the Assamese interests and expectations from within, if

 the ULFA issue has not been resolved positively. Even the present Congress

 (I) government seemed reluctant to closely look into the ULFA issue, as

 well as the problem of foreign infiltration into die state. It seems these two
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 are the main burning questions before the people of Assam today which

 remain unresolved.

 VII

 By analyzing the post-colonial political situation of Assam we have

 drawn the conclusion that at the advent of independence, the Asamiyas

 became the single largest group both numerically and politically in Assam.

 On the other hand, as a result of independence, the Bengalis lost size in

 numbers while the Muslims lost their political relevance and suffered

 frustration. The tribal groups, the non-castes are remained backward. The

 Asamiya middle class emerged as a unique dominant class in Assam. The

 dominant middle class composed by high caste Hindu Asamiyas

 consolidated its position over ethnic groups and able to exert its

 uninterrupted hegemony over the society and politics of Assam. But it

 should be noted that the middle class formation process among the

 Muslims, Tribes and other ethnic groups has been started and specifically,

 after the Assam movement the middle class of the non-caste ethnic groups

 including Muslims have become relevant and assuming importance in

 Assam society and politics.

 The pace of development is extremely lethargic that generated a

 peculiar discontent and alienation among the people of Assam, which amply

 reflected in the mass participation in the Assam movement. The Assam

 mdvement virtually decided the outcome of general elections of 1985.

 And the popular mandate gave a chance to a regional party led by the

 leadership of the Assam movement. The Assam movement ostensibly

 aimed at stopping the inflow of foreign nationals into Assam but it failed

 to do so because of external as well as its own internal constraints. The

 problem left unresolved, causing existential concern for both the majority

 and the minority of Assam. Besides, during the post-colonial period Assam

 experienced a number of other social and political movements. A close

 scrutiny of the issues has revealed the fundamental issue of one's identity

 and assertion of such identity to wrest political power and concessions. At
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 present Assamese nationalism has to face tremendous challenges posed

 by the resurgent sub-nationality questions.54

 The political situation of Assam has been transformed qualitatively

 during the post-colonial period because of introduction of democratic and

 federal system. The leadership pattern in the Congress party and in politics

 as such changed drastically as a result of competition for power among

 various groups in Assam. Another important point is that most of the

 competitors for power belong to the Asamiya middle class which has

 been ascending hegemony over society and politics since the dawn of

 independence. We have found that both primordial and class dimensions

 played significant role in the question of leadership in the state-level.

 Significantly, access to power in the society and politics of the state during

 post colonial period has been largely determined by intra-class, intra-party,

 intra-ethnic, and intra-caste rivalries and competitions, sometimes hidden

 sometimes open, sometimes peaceful and sometimes violent. More

 significantly, the insurgency problem added fire to the fuel in the post-

 colonial politics of Assam especially the demand of sovereignty of the

 ULFA movement becomes its great challenge. Finally the unabated illegal

 infiltration of foreigners from Bangladesh creates a great burden and great

 challenge to the existence of the state's native people. Now the immigrants

 from Bangladesh almost become the determinant factor in Assam politics,

 which creates a great apprehension in the minds of the native Asamiya

 people and a fear psychosis develops in their minds that the Asamiyas

 would soon loss their identity and self-existence in the high voltage of

 Bangladeshi unabated influx.
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 Appendix - 1

 Performance of Registered Recognized Political Parties in the 2001

 State Assembly Elections.

 Party Seats Seats Votes Pc of
 Contested Won Polled Polling

 BJP 45 08 980290 9.26%

 CPI 19 0 116889 1.10%

 CPM 22 0 189349 1.79%

 INC 125 70 4190001 39.60%

 NCP 62 03 265941 2.51%

 AGP 77 20 2130118 20.13%

 AITC 23 01 58361 0.55%

 ASDC (P) 05 0 98032 0.93%

 ASDC(U) 05 02 118610 1.12%

 SAP 19 01 83815 0.79%

 SP 22 01 109391 1.03%

 IND 389 19 2074776 19.61%

 TOTAL 125* 907 10581786 75.16%

 * The Dibrugarh Legislative Assembly constituency was remained

 vacant due to the death of the contesting candidate Sri Jayanta Dutta,

 a candidate set up by the BJP.

 Source : Statistical Repoit of General Elections, 2001 to the Legislative

 Assembly of Assam
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 Appendix-2

 Caste Distribution of the ruling Congress (I) Party in the

 Assam Legislative Assembly, 2001

 Caste Number of seats.

 Brahmin 03

 Kayastha 09

 Kalita 1 1

 SC 08

 ST 08

 Nepali 03

 Muslim 12

 OBC/MOBC/Others 71

 Total 125

 Source : (i) Who's who, ALA Secretariat, 2001, Dispur, Guwahati.

 (ii) Statistical Report on General Elections, ALA, 2001.
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